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Abstract: A memristor is a kind of nonlinear electronic component. Parameter identification for
memristive chaotic systems is a multi-dimensional variable optimization problem. It is one of the
key issues in chaotic control and synchronization. To identify the unknown parameters accurately
and quickly, we introduce, in this paper, a modified Pelican Optimization Algorithm (POA) called
the fractional-order chaotic Pareto Pelican Optimization Algorithm (FPPOA). First, the pelican
population’s diversity is augmented with the integration of a fractional chaotic sequence. Next,
the utilization of the Pareto distribution is incorporated to alter the hunting strategy of pelicans in
the POA. These measures are effective in hastening the speed of finding an optimal solution and
circumventing local optimization issues. Thirdly, the FPPOA is used to determine the values of the
parameters of the simplest memristive chaotic system, which has a property of conditional symmetry.
The proposed algorithm was evaluated during simulations, where it was utilized to solve six objective
functions of varying unimodal and multimodal types. The performance of the FPPOA exceeds three
traditional swarm intelligence optimization algorithms. In the parameter identification experiment,
the results for the parameters with the FPPOA had error rates all within a 1% range. Extensive testing
shows that our new strategy has a faster rate of convergence and better optimization performance
than some other traditional swarm algorithms.

Keywords: memristive chaotic system; parameter identification; Pelican Optimization Algorithm;
fractional-order difference

1. Introduction

A memristor is a type of nonlinear electronic component capable of retaining the
quantity of a charge that has previously passed through it. It establishes a connection
between the magnetic flux and electric charge within the circuit [1]. Since the successful
design of the genuine memristor by Strukov et al. [2] in 2008, research on memristors has
emerged as a popular subject. It has garnered significant attention in various fields, such as
AI [3,4], materials [5], and circuits [6,7], among others.

The memristor sets itself apart from conventional nonlinear electronic devices owing
to its unique nonlinearity, switching mechanism, and memristance. As a result of these
distinctive features, it exhibits a diverse range of complex behaviors when utilized in the
construction of oscillation circuits [8]. Hence, the memristor proves to be highly appro-
priate for the creation of chaotic circuits that can yield a multitude of distinct behaviors,
making it an ideal candidate for various engineering applications. The utilization of a
system exhibiting chaotic behavior with memristive properties is becoming another area of
active research [9,10].

In a memristive chaotic system, small variations in the initial conditions or system
parameters can lead to drastically different outcomes, making parameter identification
an essential task for understanding and controlling the system’s behavior [11,12]. Due
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to the absence of appropriate parameter optimization, the chaotic efficiency of a system
may remain restricted based on chaos measurements. Setting parameters solely based on
experience may result in inferior performance for real-time applications. On the contrary, a
newly formed chaotic system that is set up with optimal parameters may exhibit the greater
potential to be utilized in more real applications [13–15].

The process of identifying parameters in a chaotic system is a challenging nonlinear
optimization problem. It involves searching through multiple dimensions. A convincing
solution to this issue involves employing optimization algorithms based on swarm intel-
ligence (SI). Over the past few decades, there has been remarkable progress in optimal
engineering designs thanks to SI optimization algorithms [16]. SI offers advantages over
traditional optimization methods. By converting the parameter identification procedure
into a conventional multi-dimensional optimization challenge, SI algorithms have proven
to be effective in the application to various chaotic systems, including the Lorenz, Chen,
Rössler, and other renowned continuous chaotic systems. The identification of system
parameters is achieved through various algorithms, including particle swarm optimiza-
tion [17,18], differential evolution [19], artificial bee colony optimization [20], the bird
swarm algorithm [21], and the Jaya algorithm [22]. These algorithms shed light on the task
at hand.

On the other hand, there are only a limited number of studies that concentrate on iden-
tifying parameters for discrete chaotic systems [23–25]. A challenge is posed in identifying
the parameters of discrete chaotic maps due to the increased sensitivity of the parameters
in discrete nonlinear systems. This motivated us to create a novel SI optimization algorithm
to precisely determine the parameters of a discrete memristive chaotic system.

In 2022, Trojovský P. et al. [26] proposed a novel SI optimization algorithm named the
Pelican Optimization Algorithm (POA). It was designed by imitating the behaviors exhib-
ited by pelicans when searching for and acquiring food. In comparison to eight renowned SI
optimization algorithms, the POA attains exceptionally comparative performance through
the maintenance of a harmonious equilibrium between exploration and exploitation. There-
fore, the POA is used to solve some real-world applications. Despite its usefulness, the
conventional POA is also prone to succumbing to local optimization. To circumvent this
issue, several scholars have suggested alternative, enhanced techniques. Tuerxun et al. [27]
introduced Tent chaos to augment the population diversity and incorporated a dynamic
weight factor to facilitate the pelican’s continual position update. These methods outper-
form traditional POAs and yield superior results in ten benchmark functions. However, the
execution times of different algorithms are not compared in [27]. In this study, a modified
POA called the FPPOA is proposed. The main contributions of this paper can be outlined
as follows.

(1) We used fractional-order chaotics to initialize the population members of the POA
instead of random initialization;

(2) We employed the Pareto distribution to accelerate global convergence and prevent it
from being trapped in a local optimum;

(3) The improved POA was tested with benchmark functions;
(4) The FPPOA was employed to determine the parameters of an exemplary chaotic system.

2. Methods
2.1. Theory of Parameter Identification

Suppose an n-dimensional chaotic system at its starting point has m parameters. This
system can be described with Equation (1):

.
X = F(X, X0, θ) (1)

where the system’s state vector is denoted by X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
T ∈ Rn,

θ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm)
T ∈ Rm is system parameter vector, X0 is the initial state, and

F : Rn ∗ Rm → Rn is a given nonlinear vector function.
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The identified system can be characterized as long as the system structure is known,
as in Equation (2):

.
Y = F

(
Y, X0, θ̂

)
(2)

where Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)
T ∈ Rn is the vector of the state, and θ̂ =

(
θ̂1, θ̂2, . . . , θ̂m)T ∈ Rm

represents the specified system parameter of the designated system. We can use Equation (3)
to describe the parameter identification issue:

θ̂ = arg min
θ

J(θ) = arg min
θ

1
Dn

Dn

∑
i=1
‖xi − yi‖2 (3)

where, for state variables, Dn represents the data’s length, xi is the actual value, and yi
denotes the estimated value of the system in its corresponding state. By utilizing the
aforementioned methodology, we can transform the parameter identification problem of
the chaotic system into a multivariable optimization problem, and the pertinent variables
can then be changed to reduce the desired value of J. A new Pelican Optimization Algorithm
for the parameter identification of memristive chaotic systems is shown in Figure 1.
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Initially, the sum of squared errors in the parameter estimation is computed by com-
paring the output values of the original system with those of the system to be estimated.
Subsequently, the feedback obtained is fed into the FPPOA to generate new estimates.
Finally, the estimated value is adjusted through multiple iterations to minimize the opti-
mization function, J.

Determining the parameters of chaotic systems effectively and accurately is a chal-
lenge, given their dynamic instability and sensitivity to initial parameters. It is a multi-
dimensional optimization issue, which is ideal for solving by swarm intelligence algorithms.
The Pelican Optimization Algorithm search algorithm is easy to implement when solving
multi-dimensional problems and can be effective in reducing the error rate, so this paper
takes Equation (3) as the objective function to propose a modified POA.

2.2. Principle of Pelican Optimization Algorithm

The pelican is a part of the population in the population-based algorithm known as
the POA, and pelicans frequently cooperate while pursuing prey. When pelicans spot
their target, they plunge into it from an altitude of 10 to 20 m. They subsequently extend
their wings to coerce the fish towards the shallows, making it easier for pelicans to catch
their prey. The pelican’s beak takes in a significant quantity of water while catching fish,
causing the bird to thrust its head forward to eject the surplus liquid before engulfing
the fish. The modeling of the aforementioned strategy served as the primary source of
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inspiration for the design of the planned POA. It has been divided into two phases—Phase 1:
Moving towards Prey (Exploration Phase) and Phase 2: Winging on the Water Surface
(Exploitation Phase) [26].

2.2.1. Initialization

The POA is an algorithm based on populations in which each member of the pelican
population is considered a candidate solution. The random initialization of each member in
the population marks the beginning of the optimization procedure, employing Equation (4):

xi,j = lj + rand ·
(
uj − lj

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . , m (4)

where the total number of individuals in the population is denoted by N, xi,j is the candidate
solution’s value, and the vector, rand, is random, with values between [0, 1]. lj represents
the lower bound of the problem variables at index jth and the jth upper bound by uj.

2.2.2. Moving towards Food Source (Exploration Phase)

The pelican locates its prey during this phase and swiftly descends upon it from a
great height. The stochastic arrangement of the prey within the search area enhances
the pelican’s exploration capability. Equation (5) mathematically simulates the pelican’s
location update during each iteration, along with a depiction of its location.

xP1
i,j =

{
xi,j + rand ·

(
pj − I · XΓ,j

)
, Fp < Fi;

xi,j + rand ·
(
xi,j − pj

)
, else,

(5)

where xP1
i,j represents the updated status of the ith pelican in the jth dimension based on

Phase 1, pj represents the prey’s location in the jth dimension, and Fp represents the fitness
function value. The value of parameter I is randomly assigned as either 1 or 2. When I
equals 2, it facilitates increased member displacement, thereby enabling the exploration
of uncharted territories within the search space. Consequently, parameter I influences the
exploration capability of the Pelican Optimization Algorithm (POA) to efficiently scan the
search space.

2.2.3. Winging on the Water Surface (Exploitation Phase)

Upon reaching the water’s surface, the pelicans extend their wings to drive the fish
towards shallower waters, making it easier for pelicans to catch their prey. This behavior
could be mathematically modeled as Equation (6):

xP2
i,j = xi,j + R ·

(
1− 1

T

)
· (2 · rand− 1) · xi,j, (6)

where xP2
i,j represents the updated status of the ith pelican in the jth dimension, consid-

ering Phase 2, R is a constant with a value of 0.2, and the radius of xi,j is represented by
R · (1− t/T), where t represents the iteration counter, and T represents the maximum
number of iterations. The “R · (1− t/T)” coefficient represents the radius of the population
members’ neighborhood, enabling local searches near each member to attain convergence
towards an enhanced solution. The exploitation power of the POA is greatly influenced
by the coefficient, which allows it to get closer to the optimal global solution. In the early
iterations, the coefficient has a high value, leading to a broader range being taken into ac-
count for each member in the whole population of pelicans. The “R · (1− t/T)” coefficient
decreases as the number of iterations grows, resulting in a reduced search range for each
member. These treatments can help the POA find the solution closer to the global optimal.
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2.3. Fractional-Order Chaotic Cauchy Pelican Optimization Algorithm
2.3.1. Population Initialization with a Chaotic Fractional Sequence

Nature exhibits frequent occurrences of chaos, which is a prevailing nonlinear phe-
nomenon. It finds extensive applications in optimizing search problems due to the ergodic
and random features. Chaotic variables can not only preserve population diversity but also
enable the algorithm to move beyond local optimization and enhance its capacity for global
searches [28]. Fractional order chaos can generate sequences characterized by enhanced
ergodicity and accelerated convergence speed, thereby leading to a reduction in chaotic
fluctuations [29]. Equation (7) presents a 2D-SIMM chaotic system of fractional-order, as
proposed by He et al. [30].{

c∆q
t0

x1(t) = a sin(ωx2(t + q− 1)) sin(b/x1(t + q− 1))− x1(t + q− 1)
c∆q

t0
x2(t) = a sin(ωx1(t + q)) sin(b/x2(t + q− 1))− x2(t + q− 1)

(7)

where a, b, and q are the system parameters, and a, b, ω ∈ (0,+∞), t ∈ R, and c∆q
t0

are the

Caputo-like fractional differences.
As a result, the numerical solution of this system is given as [29]
x1(i + 1) = x1(0) + 1

Γ(q)

j=1
∑

i+1

Γ(i−j+q)
Γ(i−j+1)

[
a sin(ωx2(j− 1)) sin

(
b

x1(j−1)

)
− x1(j− 1)

]
x2(i + 1) = x2(0) + 1

Γ(q)

j=1
∑

i+1

Γ(i−j+q)
Γ(i−j+1)

[
a sin(ωx1(j− 1)) sin

(
b

x2(j−1)

)
− x2(j− 1)

]
′

(8)

where q ∈ (0, 1) and Γ(·) are gamma functions. Figure 2 displays the phase diagrams when
a = 2, b = 3, and ω = π.
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We can use the following steps to initialize the population of the POA by using
Equation (8):

Step 1: Let q = 0.9, a = 2, b = 3, and ω = π;
Step 2: Use Equation (8) to produce two chaotic sequences, x1 or x2;
Step 3: Select a chaotic sequence from Step 2, such as x2, and transform it to the

solution space of the problem that needs to be resolved.
Therefore, Equation (9) assigns the recently produced chaotic sequence, Z, as the

starting point for the sparrow population.

xi,j = lj + x2 ·
(
uj − lj

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . , m (9)

where uj represents the maximum value, and lj represents the minimum value of the problem.

2.3.2. Update Position in the Exploitation Phase

The Pareto distribution is frequently employed in swarm intelligence algorithms to
enhance global convergence and prevent getting stuck in local optima. If the cumulative
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distribution function of a random variable is given by the subsequent equation, it is
illustrated as conforming to the Pareto distribution [31].

F(x3) =

1−
(

k
x3

)h
, x3 ≥ k

0, x3 < k
(10)

where h and k are the shape parameter and scale parameter, respectively. They are both
greater than 0.

We can use Equation (10) to modify Equation (5), as follows:

xP2
i,j = xi,j + α⊗ Pareto(k, h)⊗ (xi,j − xbest) (11)

where xbest is the best solution at tth iteration, and a is a constant, which is equal to 0.01.

2.4. A Chaotic System with Memristive Properties

Like other electronic devices and circuits [32–35], a memristor chaotic circuit model
can be implemented using a circuit. By utilizing a linear passive inductor, a linear passive
capacitor, and a nonlinear active charge-driven memristor, we can build the most basic
chaotic circuit employing a memristor [36]. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 3 [36].
Its dimensions equation is Equation (12).
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.
x = ay
.
y = −b

(
x + d

(
z2 − 1

)
y
)

.
z = y− cz + yz

(12)

where
.
x = dx

dt ,
.
y = dy

dt ,
.
z = dz

dt . The values a, b, c, and d represent the system parameters.
When the system parameters are assigned specific values (a = 1, b = 1/3, c = 0.6, d = 1.5),
system (12) demonstrates hyperchaotic and symmetrical behavior. By setting the initial
state values as x(0) = 0.1, y(0) = 0, and z(0) = 0, we can use the fourth-order Runge Kutta
method to solve the differential, Equation (12). In Figure 4, the phase diagrams of the
hyperchaotic attractor are illustrated, with a step length of h = 0.1 and sampling number of
Sn = 20,000.
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2.5. Parameter Identification with FPPOA

Algorithm 1 outlines the pseudo code for ascertaining the FPPOA-based parameters
of a memristive system.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of FPPOA in parameter identification

Input: the maximum iterations as the Tmax, the population size as N, and the range of parameters.
Output: the values of the parameters.
1. Initialize the members using the fractional chaotic sequence;
2. Calculate the objective function value of each individual, and find the Gbest;
3. while (t < Tmax);
4. Update the location of the pelican by Equations (5) and (11);
5. Compute the value of the individual’s objective function;
6. Sort the objective function value;
7. Obtain the best solution (Gbest);
8. Update the best solution if it is better than before;
9. t = t + 1;
End while
10. Output the values of parameters.

3. Experiments Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of the FPPOA, we conducted experiments to compare the
benchmark functions and identify respective parameters. The experiments for comparing
the benchmark functions were intended to showcase the general improvement in the
performance achieved by the FPPOA, while the parameter identification tests aimed to
confirm the applicability of the FPPOA to practical projects. These experiments were
conducted on a desktop PC with a 3.20 GHz CPU and 32 GB memory, using software such
as Windows 10 and MATLAB 2022b.

3.1. Benchmark Function Comparison Experiment

To evaluate the performance of the FPPOA algorithm, we carried out 30 independent
experiments on six distinct benchmark test functions [37]. These functions included three
high-dimensional unimodal functions (F1–F3) and three high-dimensional multimodal
functions (F4–F6), which are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Benchmark test functions.

Type Benchmark Functions Dim Range Fmin

Unimodal benchmark
functions

F1(x) =
n
∑

i=1
x2

i
30 [−100, 100] 0

F2(x) =
n
∑

i=1
|xi|+

n
∏
i=1
|xi| 30 [−10, 10] 0

F3(x) =
n
∑

i=1

(
i

∑
j−1

xj

)2
30 [−100, 100] 0

Multimodal benchmark
functions

F4(x) = −20 exp

(
−0.2

√
1
n

n
∑

i=1
x2

i

)
− exp

(
1
n

n
∑

i=1
cos(2πxi)

)
+20 + e

30 [−32, 32] 0

F5(x) = π
n

{
10 sin(πy1) +

n−1
∑

i=1
(yi − 1)2[1 + 10 sin2(πyi+1)

]
+ (yn − 1)2

}
+

n
∑

i=1
u(xi, 10, 100, 4)

yi = 1 + xi+1
4

u(xi, a, k, m) =

k(xi − a)m xi > a
0 −a < xi < a
k(−xi − a)m xi < −a

30 [−50, 50] 0

F6(x) = 0.1

 sin2(3πx1) +
n
∑

i=1
(xi − 1)2[1 + sin2(3πxi + 1)

]
+(xn − 1)2[1 + sin2(2πxn)

]
 =

+
n
∑

i=1
u(xi, 5, 100, 4)

30 [−50, 50] 0

During the simulation test, we set the number of pelicans to N = 30 and the iteration number to Tmax = 500. The
range and dimension were chosen based on the benchmark functions listed in Table 1. We conducted independent
experiments on each function 30 times and recorded the best values, average values, standard deviation, and
computation time of each algorithm, as shown in Table 2. The best value indicates the algorithm’s ability to
search for the global optimal solution by exploring a wide range of potential solutions in the search space. The
convergence accuracy is represented by the average value, while the stability of the FPPOA under identical
benchmark test functions is represented by the standard variance.

Table 2. Experiment results of test functions.

F SI Best Average Std. Computation
Time (s)

F1

PSO 7.213 1.885 × 102 87.91 1.5

GWO 1.8448 × 10−29 1.362 × 10−27 2.4093 × 10−27 3.6

POA 1.5245 × 10−118 1.7523 × 10−101 9.5379 × 10−101 3.51

FPPOA 6.4028 × 10−245 1.4332 × 10−226 0 4.52

F2

PSO 8.160150 3.057447 × 10 20.0995 1.23973

GWO 2.7059 × 10−17 9.9414 × 10−17 9.3072 × 10−17 3.6

POA 2.6592 × 10−59 1.6988 × 10−52 4.7363 × 10−52 3.6

FPPOA 1.0471 × 10−138 3.3491 × 10−123 1.8154 × 10−122 4.67

F3

PSO 2.908686 × 103 8.612808 × 103 5414.9 6.26

GWO 7.451× 10−10 4.3214 × 10−5 0.0001 6.6

POA 4.7259 × 10−115 3.9312 × 10−97 2.1532 × 10−96 9.6

FPPOA 2.1391 × 10−246 2.5878 × 10−228 0 10.49
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Table 2. Cont.

F SI Best Average Std. Computation
Time (s)

F4

PSO 9.002 10.423 0.897 2.01

GWO 6.7946 × 10−14 9.8973 × 10−14 1.5666 × 10−14 9.82

POA 4.4409 × 10−16 3.8784 × 10−15 6.4863 × 10−16 4.06

FPPOA 4.4409 × 10−16 4.4409 × 10−16 0 4.89

F5

PSO 1.1014 4.680 2.562 8.92

GWO 0.0133 0.044 0.023 9.38

POA 0.085 0.165 0.051 14.65

FPPOA 1.5705 × 10−32 1.5705 × 10−32 5.5674 × 10−48 15.49

F6

PSO 4.334 15.261 9.078 9.03

GWO 0.101 0.583 0.299 9.15

POA 1.955 2.763 0.332 14.15

FPPOA 1.349784 × 10−32 1.349784 × 10−32 5.5674 × 10−48 15.34

Table 2 reveals that, for unimodal benchmark functions, although the optimal value
of the FPPOA does not converge to the optimal value, its best and average values are
closest to the optimal value compared to the other three algorithms. This indicates that the
FPPOA has the highest convergence accuracy. Furthermore, all the standard deviations of
the FPPOA are minimal, exhibiting the highest level of stability, indicating its superiority.
Although the PSO is the fastest, its accuracy and stability are the poorest among the
algorithms. For the multimodal benchmark function, F4, both the POA and FPPOA have
the same best value, but the standard deviation of the FPPOA is zero, which is much better
than the POA, showing its good stability. For functions F5 and F6, the FPPOA outperforms
the other three algorithms in terms of the best or average value, demonstrating its good
accuracy. On the other hand, its variance is also the smallest among the four algorithms,
also indicating its good stability. Figure 5 presents the convergence curves of six benchmark
functions under four optimization algorithms, demonstrating the dynamic convergence
characteristics of the FPPOA.
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Examining Figure 5, we can observe that the FPPOA demonstrates a swifter downward
trend with a more pronounced slope, demanding less iteration in comparison to the
remaining three algorithms, specifically as depicted in Figure 5d. As a result, in terms of
convergence speed and optimization impact, the FPPOA surpasses the PSO, GWO, and
POA. The feasibility and superiority of the FPPOA are demonstrated by these findings.

3.2. Simulation Test on Parameter Identification

In the following simulation test, we used the FPPOA to estimate the parameter value
in Equation (12), in which x(0) = 0.1, y(0) = 0, and z(0) = 0 are the initial values. The range
of the parameters was set to 0 ≤ a ≤ 3, 0 ≤ b ≤ 2, 0 ≤ c ≤ 3, 0 ≤ d ≤ 2. To reduce the
computation time, the step length, h, was set to 0.01, and the sampling points, Sn = 1000.
The number of pelicans was N = 20, and the iteration number was Tmax = 100.

The convergence curve of the simulation test is shown in Figure 6. The final identifica-
tion results of the four different algorithms are provided in Table 3. Figure 7 displays the
curve of parameter identification convergence.

Table 3. Results of parameter identification by four different algorithms.

SI a Error
Rate% b Error

Rate% c Error Rate%d Error
Rate% Best J Value

PSO 1.5408 54 0.2138 35.86 0.2196 63.4 2.5068 67.12 1.848 × 10−2

GWO 0.9905 0.95 0.3367 1.01 0.5723 4.61 1.4680 2.13 2.883 × 10−3

POA 1.0238 2.38 0.3258 0.25 0.5689 5.18 1.5372 2.48 2.847 × 10−2

FPPOA 0.9952 0.48 0.3351 0.54 0.5989 0.18 1.4909 0.61 2.814 × 10−2
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Figure 6 clearly shows that the FPPOA exhibits the swiftest speed of convergence and
the tiniest J value. While reaching the optimal value, the POA exhibits a considerably slower
convergence rate compared to the FPPOA. This indicates that, out of the four algorithms,
the FPPOA delivers the most exceptional performance. From Figure 7, it is evident that
the FPPOA always converges to the optimal value the fastest among the four algorithms.
Additionally, according to Table 3, the parameter values derived from the FPPOA exhibit
the closest proximity to the real value. These findings collectively showcase the superior
convergence and stability of the FPPOA when compared to the remaining three algorithms.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents the application of the inventive optimization technique, the revised
Pelican Search Algorithm, to perform parameter estimation in a memristive chaotic system.
To accelerate convergence and avoid local optimum, this algorithm utilizes fractional-order
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chaos for population initialization, and the positions of the pelicans in the POA are adjusted
by incorporating the Pareto distribution. The accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm are validated using six standard test functions, which demonstrate that the
FPPOA achieves high search accuracy. In addition, the identification results for the four
parameters have error rates that are all within a 1% range. It demonstrates that the FPPOA
exhibits superior accuracy and stability when compared to alternative algorithms, such
as the POA, GWO, and PSO, in determining the parameters of the most basic memristive
chaotic system. This confirms the satisfactory effectiveness and robustness of the FPPOA
and indicates that this algorithm can also bring advantages to other chaotic memristive
systems. If the equation of other systems is known, their parameters can be identified using
the methods described in this paper.
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